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Metastable supersymmetry breaking vacua
from conformal dynamics1
Yuji Omura2
Department of Physics, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan
Abstract. We study the scenario that conformal dynamics leads to metastable supersymmetry breaking vacua. At a high
energy scale, the superpotential is not R-symmetric, and has a supersymmetric minimum. However, conformal dynamics
suppresses several operators along renormalization group flow toward the infrared fixed point. Then we can find an
approximately R-symmetric superpotential, which has a metastable supersymmetry breaking vacuum, and the supersymmetric
vacuum moves far away from the metastable supersymmetry breaking vacuum. We show a 4D simple model. Furthermore,
we can construct 5D models with the same behavior, because of the AdS/CFT dual.
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INTRODUCTION
Conformal dynamics provides several interesting
aspects in supersymmetric models as well as non-
supersymmetric models, because conformal dynamics
exponentially suppresses or enhances certain operators.
One interesting aspect is that conformal dynamics can
suppress flavor-dependent contributions to soft SUSY
breaking terms which lead to flavor changing neutral
current processes constrained strongly by current experi-
ments. Then, flavor-blind contributions such as anomaly
mediation [2] would become dominant[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
Another interesting aspect is that conformal dynamics
can generate hierarchical structure of Yukawa couplings
for quarks and leptons [9, 10].
Here we study a new application of conformal dy-
namics for supersymmetric models, that is, realization
of metastable SUSY breaking vacua by conformal dy-
namics. Its idea is as follows. The Nelson-Seiberg ar-
gument [11] implies that generic superpotential has a
SUSY minimum, but R-symmetric superpotential has
no SUSY minimum, that is, SUSY is broken in such a
model. Thus, if we add explicit R-symmetry breaking
terms in R-symmetric superpotential, a SUSY minimum
would appear. However, when such R-symmetry break-
ing terms are tiny, the previous SUSY breaking mini-
mum would survive and a newly appeared SUSY pre-
serving minimum would be far away from the SUSY
breaking point in the field space. That is the metastable
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SUSY breaking vacuum [12, 13, 14]. We try to realize
such a metastable SUSY breaking vacuum by confor-
mal dynamics. We start with a superpotential without R-
symmetry. However, we assume the conformal dynam-
ics. Because of that, certain couplings are exponentially
suppressed. Then, we could realize an R-symmetric su-
perpotential or an approximately R-symmetric superpo-
tential with tiny R-symmetry breaking terms. It would
lead to a stable or metastable SUSY breaking vacuum.
We study this scenario by using a simple model. Also,
we study 5D models, which have the same behavior.
4D CONFORMAL MODEL
Our model is the SU(N) gauge theory with N f flavors of
chiral matter fields φi and ˜φi, which are fundamental and
anti-fundamental representations of SU(N). The flavor
number satisfies N f ≥ 32 N, and that corresponds to the
conformal window [15, 16], that is, this theory has an
IR fixed point [17]. The NSVZ beta-function of physical
gauge coupling α = g2/8pi2 is
β NSVZα =− α
2
1−Nα
(3N−N f +N f γφ ), (1)
where γφ is the anomalous dimension of φi and ˜φi [18,
19]. Since the IR fixed point corresponds to β NSVZα =
0, around that point the matter fields φi and ˜φi have
anomalous dimensions γφ = −(3N−N f )/N f , which are
negative.
In addition to the fields φi and ˜φi, we introduce sin-
glet fields Φi j for i, j = 1, · · · ,N f . The gauge invariance
allows the following superpotential at the renormalizable
level,
W = hφiΦi j ˜φ j+ f Tri jΦi j+ m2 TrikΦi jΦ jk+
λ
3 TriℓΦi jΦ jkΦkℓ.(2)
Here we have preserved the SU(N f ) flavor symmetry.
Even if the SU(N f ) flavor symmetry is broken, e.g by
replacing f Tri jΦi j by fi jΦi j , the following discussions
would be valid. For simplicity, we assume that all of
couplings, h, f , m, λ , are real, although the following
discussions are available for the model with complex
parameters, h, f , m and λ . We assume that the mass
terms of φi and ˜φ j vanish.
If m = λ = 0, the above superpotential corresponds to
the superpotential of the Intriligator-Seiberg-Shih (ISS)
model [20]. We consider that our theory is an effec-
tive theory with the cutoff Λ. We assume that dimen-
sionless parameters h and λ are of O(1) and dimen-
sionful parameters f and m satisfy f ≈ m2 and m ≪ Λ.
We denote physical couplings as ˆh = (Zφ Z ˜φ ZΦ)−1/2h,
ˆfi j = (ZΦ)−1/2 fi j , mˆ = (ZΦ)−1m and ˆλ = (ZΦ)−3/2λ ,
where Zφ ,Z ˜φ ,ZΦ are wavefunction renormalization con-
stants for φ , ˜φ ,Φ, respectively.
First, we study the behavior of this model around the
energy scale Λ. The F-flat conditions are obtained as
∂Φi jW = hφi ˜φ j + f δi j +mΦi j +λ Φ jkΦki = 0, (3)
∂φiW = hΦi j ˜φ j = 0, (4)
∂
˜φ jW = hφiΦi j = 0. (5)
These equations have a supersymmetric solution for
generic values of parameters, h,m,λ . We decompose
φ , ˜φ and Φ as
Φ=
(
Y ZT
˜Z X
)
, φ =
(
χ
ρ
)
, ˜φT =
(
χ˜
ρ˜
)
,
(6)
where Y , χ and χ˜ are N ×N matrices, X is an (NF −
N)× (NF −N) matrix, Z, ˜Z, ρ and ρ˜ are (NF −N)×N
matrices. Let us consider the slice with Z = ˜Z = ρ = 0,
and we find a supersymmetric solution,
xs =
−m±
√
m2− 4 f λ
2λ , (7)
and
f δi j + hχiχ˜ j = 0, Yi j = 0, (8)
where xs is defined as Xi j = xsδi j. In addition, the D-flat
conditions correspond to |χi|= |χ˜i|.
Now let us study the behavior around the IR region.
We assume that the gauge coupling is around the IR
fixed point, i.e. βα ≈ 0, and that φi and ˜φi have negative
anomalous dimensions γφ . In addition, we assume that
the physical Yukawa coupling ˆh is driven toward IR fixed
points. The beta-function of ˆh is obtained as
β
ˆh =
ˆh(γφ + γ ˜φ + γΦ). (9)
The condition of the fixed point leads to 2γφ + γΦ = 0.
Since γφ < 0, we obtain a positive anomalous dimension
for Φi j . Then, physical couplings, ˆf , mˆ and ˆλ , are sup-
pressed exponentially toward the IR direction as
ˆf (µ) =
(µ
Λ
)γΦ
ˆf (Λ), mˆ(µ) =
(µ
Λ
)2γΦ
mˆ(Λ),
ˆλ (µ) =
(µ
Λ
)3γΦ
ˆλ (Λ). (10)
Thus, the mass parameter mˆ and 3-point coupling ˆλ are
suppressed faster than ˆf . If we neglect mˆ and ˆλ but not
ˆf , the above superpotential becomes the superpotential
of the ISS model, and there is a SUSY breaking mini-
mum around Φi j = 0 because of the rank condition. We
consider the overall direction, Xi j = xδi j , and we use the
canonically normalized basis, xˆ. We add the mass term
m2x |xˆ|
2 in the one-loop effective potential and analyze the
potential, V =VSUSY +m2x|xˆ|2 around xˆ = 0.
Eventually, at a high energy scale corresponding to
ZΦ = O(1), we have | ˆf |, |mˆ|2 ≫ m2x , because m2x is
smaller than ˆf by a loop factor. The potential and the sta-
tionary condition are controlled by | ˆf |, |mˆ|2, ˆλ , but not
mx. Thus, there is no (SUSY breaking) minimum around
x= 0, but we have a supersymmetric minimum (7). How-
ever, toward the IR direction, mˆ2 becomes suppressed
faster than m2x . Then, the couplings ˆf and m2x are impor-
tant in the potential so that we find a metastable SUSY
breaking vacuum around xˆ = 0,
xˆsb ≈−
ˆf mˆ
m2x
. (11)
Both breaking scales of the SU(N) gauge symmetry
and supersymmetry at the metastable SUSY breaking
point xˆ = 0 are determined by O( ˆf (µ)). Thus, such an
energy scale is estimated as µ2IR ∼ ˆf (µIR), i.e.
µIR ∼
(
ˆf (Λ)
ΛγΦ
)1/(2−γΦ)
, (12)
and at this energy scale conformal renormalization group
flow is terminated.
So far, we have assumed that the mass term of φi and
˜φi, mφ φi ˜φi vanishes. Here, we comment on the case with
such terms. The physical mass mˆφ becomes enhanced as
mˆφ (µ) =
(µ
Λ
)2γφ
mˆφ (Λ), (13)
because of the negative anomalous dimension γφ . At
µ ∼ mˆφ (µ), the matter fields φi ˜φi decouple and this
theory removes away from the conformal window. Thus,
if mˆφ (µ) > µIR, the conformal renormalization group
flow is terminated at µD ∼ mˆφ (µD) = (µD/Λ)2γφ mˆφ (Λ).
We have studied the scenario that conformal dynam-
ics leads to metastable SUSY breaking vacua. As an il-
lustrating example of our idea, we have used the simple
model. Our scenario could be realized by other models.
5D MODEL
There would be an AdS dual to our conformal scenario.
Indeed, we can construct simply various models within
the framework of 5D orbifold theory. Renormalization
group flows in the 4D theory correspond to exponential
profiles of zero modes like e−ciRy, where R is the radius
of the fifth dimension,3 y is the coordinate for the extra
dimension, i.e. y = [0,pi ] and ci is a constant. The param-
eter ci corresponds to anomalous dimension in the 4D
theory, and each field would have a different constant ci.
In 4D theory, values of anomalous dimensions are con-
strained by concrete 4D dynamics. However, constants ci
do not have such strong constraints, although they would
correspond to some charges. Hence, 5D models would
have a rich structure and one could make model building
rather simply. In Ref. [1], we show a simple 5D model
compactified on S1/Z2.
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We have studied the scenario that conformal dynamics
leads to approximately R-symmetric superpotential with
a metastable SUSY breaking vacuum. We have shown a
simple model to realize our scenario. At a high energy
scale, there would be only SUSY minimum and at low
energy metastable SUSY breaking vacuum would ap-
pear.
We can make 5D models with the same behavior.
Since in our 4D scenario, metastable SUSY breaking
vacua are realized by conformal dynamics, such a SUSY
breaking source would be sequestered from the visible
sector by conformal dynamics.
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